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Abstract
Solar radiation is a crucial factor for the design of healthy
dwellings, efficient buildings and sustainable cities.
Urban form has a significant influence on solar energy
received by buildings. Architects and designers are
increasingly requested to take into account environmental
performance of buildings since the very early stages of the
design process. Architecture schools struggle to educate
students consider building and urban performance as
design principle and provide them the skills to perform
simulations and analysis. The present study introduces
methods and outcome of a course taught by the author
integrating form studies and performance-driven design.

Introduction
Contemporary cities are inhabited by more than half of
total world population, account for the consumption of
more than two third of the entire energy produced and is
responsible of three quarters of total carbon emission, and
their population is foreseen to increase steadily (United
Nations, 2018; IPPC, 2013). Urban form together with
transportation, economic and geographical characteristics
account for 37% of urban energy use (Creutzig et al.,
2013). Comfort of building interiors, pedestrian comfort
and buildings energy use depend significantly on urban
form (Ratti et al., 2005). Studies show that energy savings
up to 50% are possible through integrated urban design
based on environmental simulations and performance
analysis (Kanters et al., 2014). Solar energy together with
daylight can guarantee in large quantity the energy needed
for heating, cooling, electric lighting and hot water
(Vartholomaios, 2015). Urban density and building
morphology have a significant impact on the solar energy
received by building facades and pedestrian areas thus
improving the use of environmental simulations during
schematic design phase can increase buildings’
sustainability (Chatzipoulka et al., 2016). Architects and
planners are urged to improve the performance of
buildings and urban environments for occupants’ comfort
and energy efficiency. Solar radiation is one of the most
significant factors for the design of sustainable cities.
Recently developed methods can help designers to
include solar access as building form driver during the
early stages of design process (De Luca, 2017a).
Following the awareness of the necessity of an improved
sustainability, environmental integration and energy
efficiency of buildings and urban environments, the use

of computer simulations is spreading in the architecture
schools worldwide. However, environmental and energy
simulations still tend to be not utilized in early stages of
the design process, when they would be more effective,
thus decreasing their potentialities in driving design
decisions (Samuelson et al., 2012). A second issue in the
utilization of computer simulations is that also architects
more attentive to the environmental and sustainable
aspects either lack the necessary skills to perform and
integrate in the design process the different simulations or
do not fully know how to interpret correctly the results
provided by building performance specialists (Reinhart et
al., 2012). Evidence show that providing simple models,
preparation lessons and simulation tips during daylight
simulation classes, improve student results and
confidence in applying the procedures on future projects
(Ibarra and Reinhart, 2009). It is therefore very important
that architects could learn during their studies how to
prepare properly models, carry-on basic environmental
simulations, interpret the results and use the evidence
obtained for design decisions.
In architecture schools the teaching of environmental and
energy performance analysis of buildings and urban
environments through computer simulation is assigned to
specific building systems courses often not directly
related with architecture studio courses (Charles and
Thomas, 2009). Integrating building physics and
environmental design principles within studio courses
enhance students learning and consciousness of
sustainability issues through role-play exercise and team
working (Westrup and Planander, 2013). The shared
convincement of the importance of sustainable design and
the large utilization in schools nowadays of performance
analysis do not match with the actual skills of architecture
graduates. Studies show that students can learn to perform
simulations efficiently and can use the results to improve
their design (Reinhart et al., 2015).
The present study introduces methods and outcome of the
course Performance-driven Planning and Design taught
by the author to 3rd year architecture students at Tallinn
University of Technology during Fall 2017. The students
had the opportunity to integrate architectural form studies
and building performance simulations. The expected
learning outcome were the increased awareness of
students of the importance of building performance as one
of the principles guiding architectural design decisions
and the ability to perform parametric studies for solar
access and solar radiation analysis.
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Methods
The aim of the course Performance-driven Planning and
Design was twofold. Firstly, make the students aware of
the importance to consider building performance analysis
as one of the guiding principles of architectural design,
and make them experiment evidence-based design
integrating architectural form studies with performancedriven form finding. Secondly, teach the students the
basics of solar energy, to perform solar related
simulations, and to integrate the analysis in the early
stages of the design process to drive design decisions.
The three main aspects of the presented methods are form
studies of building cluster patterns, modeling and
simulation, students work evaluation.
Form studies
The innovative aspect of the course is the integration of
architectural and urban form studies with performancedriven design. At the beginning of the course the students
form seven groups, six composed of two members, one
with three members, evenly matched on the basis of
students’ skills in the use of CAD. Consequently, the
author selects same quantity of building cluster patterns
and study areas in the city of Tallinn, Estonia (Figure 1).
The patterns are representative of widespread typologies
used in new residential developments in Tallinn, and of
architectural form layouts used in contemporary design
(Ching, 2007; Neufert et al., 2012). The building
typologies used as cluster patterns are Point, Line, Lshape, Tree, Box, Court and Open block (Figure 1).
The selected study areas are located in high-density urban
environments such as city centre and residential areas
characterized by panel housing blocks. During a
discussion that involved the students about characteristics
of the different pattern morphologies and urban
environments, the author assigned to each group one
building cluster pattern and one urban area.
Consequently, the students perform form studies applying
architectural and urban design principles learnt in design
studios and develop different 2-dimensional diagrams.
During a major review they select the most architecturally
sound layout to use it for parametric design variations and
performance analysis (e.g. the group of the Line building
cluster pattern selects a parallel building layout).

3D Modeling
After having worked with sketches and drawings, the first
students approach on the software is modeling the
assigned urban area. At the beginning of the course,
students learn the basic principles and tools of 3D
modeling with the software Rhinoceros (McNeel, 2019a).
The online Estonian Geoportal is the source of
information about urban morphology and building heights
through GIS imagery. Students learn to model buildings
surrounding the plot as simple “shoeboxes” using
polysurfaces. Polylines define the plots they will use as
boundary of the building cluster. Consequently, the author
shows to students how to reference the urban model in the
parametric design software.
Parametric modeling
The students perform parametric modeling of building
clusters, solar design and solar radiation analysis using the
software Grasshopper for Rhinoceros (McNeel, 2019b).
Differently than the 3D modeling section, the author
presents to students more in detail methods and tools of
algorithmic design, of which all of them are novice.
The students use the layout selected for the assigned
building cluster pattern to realize three variations through
parametric modeling. The author shows them how to
model building footprints using rectangular closed
polylines based on a 3m module. The sizes requested for
the depth of the linear buildings are 12m, 15m and 18m,
whereas the square elements must have sides of 18m and
36m. Additionally, parametric models have to take into
account a minimum distance of 8m as required by fire
safety regulations.
The parametric model performs variations of position,
distance and orientation of the elements of the building
cluster. This way the students experiment potentialities of
parametric design for form finding. The author presents to
students workflows to generate surfaces from building
footprint contours, to subdivide them using square cells
3m in size and to extrude them by 3m, the typical
residential floor-to-floor height, generating cubic
polyhedra of ground floor. Students learn how to generate
vertical array of polyhedra and the corresponding
buildings mass composed of cubic cells with different
maximum eight for the different urban areas.

Figure 1. Building cluster patterns: 1) Point; 2) Line; 3) L-shape; 4) Tree; 5) Box; 6) Court; 7) Open block. Urban
areas: 1) Vilde St. (a); 2) Sääse St.; 3) Punane St.; 4) Lennuki St.; 5) Toom-Kuninga St.; 6) Sõstra St.; 7) Vilde St. (b).
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Figure 2: Sun path for the city of Tallinn and solar
envelope of Lennuki St. area (students Rada - Õunpuu).
Solar envelope generation
Rights of light is the first performance required to the
building cluster. The scope is to teach the students to
consider the impact of a proposed design on the
surroundings and to present the rights of light requirement
of the Estonian standard “Daylight in dwellings and
offices” (Estonian Centre for Standardization, 2015).
Though not following exactly the prescription of the
standard, inasmuch too complex for the scope of the
course, the author presents the method to generate a solar
envelope (SE) for the assigned plot (Knowles, 1981).
Together with methods of algorithmic design, the author
presents tools for solar design to students. Each group
generates the sun path for the city of Tallinn (Lat.
59°26’N Lon. 24°45’E) using the environmental design
plug-in DIVA4 (Solemma, 2016). Consequently, students
have to select the 5 hourly sun positions from 10am to
2pm for June 21st to guarantee a consistent volume of the
SE for design purposes (Figure 2).
The simplified method to generate solar envelopes as
taught to students is composed of the following steps:
selection of the façade most affected by the new
buildings; generation of vector lines from the façade
baseline in the opposite direction of the 5 sun vectors;
creation of planar surfaces using pair of lines of the same
hour; surfaces vertical extrusion; subtraction of the
resulting 5 volumes from the volume extruded on the plot.

Solar radiation simulations
The third part of the course introduces students to
environmental principles and factors influencing building
and urban design and presents methods and tools for
simulation with special regard to solar radiation, which
students will use in their design.
Prior to performing simulations, students have to modify
cluster building masses to be contained into the generated
solar envelope. The method presented to students is based
on workflows, developed by recent research work, to
generate solar envelopes for high-rise buildings and to
assess building clusters buildable area and solar access in
dense urban environments (De Luca, 2017b; 2017c).
The author presents to students the workflow through a
specific algorithm to test inclusion of cluster building
cells into the solar envelope and to eliminate the cells
outside the solar envelope. Consequently, the algorithm
joins the remaining cells and generates the external
envelope of the buildings composed of vertical and
horizontal surfaces 3x by 3m in size (Figure 3).
The core section of the course introduces students to solar
radiation analysis using the simulation software Radiance
(Ward, 1994) through the Grasshopper plug-in DIVA4.
The main required data and steps presented to students for
building envelope solar radiation simulation are:
 Weather data
 Objects and materials
 Simulation grid
 Raytrace quality setting
Solar radiation simulation takes into account Tallinn
weather data using epw file (EnergyPlusWeather). The
author shows to students the location on the computer lab
server of the file and how import data in the parametric
model. Simulation period is the entire year. Students
receive detailed information about the procedure to assign
material reflectance value (R) to ground, surrounding and
cluster buildings using a specific component and to set
simulation grid parameters. Suggested values are R 20%
for ground and R 35% for the surrounding and cluster
buildings, and 3m for the grid, which corresponds to the
façade cell size. The plug-in DIVA4 permits an easy setup of Radiance parameters through selection of raytrace
quality settings (Lowest, Low, Medium, and High). The
author presents principles of backward raytracing to
students and emphasizes the importance of using accurate

Figure 3: Solar radiation analysis for the 3 building cluster variations of Lennuki St. area (students Rada - Õunpuu).
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settings. Nevertheless, for the scope and time limit of the
course it is suggested to use quality Low, corresponding
to Radiance parameters -aa .15 -ab 2 -ad 512 -ar 256 -as
128, for work in progress analysis and at least Medium,
corresponding to Radiance parameters -aa .1 -ab 4 -ad
1024 -ar 256 -as 256, for the final work.
The author presents to students the output of simulations,
total solar energy (SE) (kWh) and solar energy density
(SED) (kWh/m2). Since SE and SED are conflicting
(larger number of buildings increase SE but decrease SED
because buildings overshadow each other), students’ task
is to select the best trade-off variation among the three.
During a specific lesson, the author shows to students the
procedure to iterate the three variation simulations using
one parametric model (Figure 3), and how to export
results in Excel for evaluation and presentation.
Additionally, in the course is taught Daylight Factor
analysis which was planned to be a performance to be
included by students in their studies, but discarded for the
complexity of evaluating cluster variations using two
different simulations and for course time limits.

Evaluation criteria
The course results are evaluated in three ways. The first
evaluation is based on a checklist of possible errors (Table
1). 3D and parametric modeling, solar design and
simulation modeling errors are analysed following
methods of existing studies (Ibarra and Reinhart, 2009).
The most significant modeling and simulation input are
selected for different modules. For each input possible
errors done by the students are listed for a maximum of 7
as the number of work groups. The quantity of errors is
the sum of the interim review and final presentation,
though few of the issues were still present in the final
works. Same errors are marked only once.
The second evaluation method compares the results of the
student simulations, using their final models, with new
simulations performed by the author on new models of the
urban areas and related students’ selected best variation of
building clusters. The third evaluation is performed
through a questionnaire about the course provided by the
author to the students. Queries and students assessments
are presented in section Results.

Table 1: List of modeling and simulation input, possible errors used for evaluation and quantity of errors.
Module

Modeling and simulation input

Possible errors

Errors

3D modeling

Setting of correct model units

Not meters

1

Import of GIS map

Urban area map not in scale

4

Parametric
modeling

Solar envelope
generation

Modeling of surrounding buildings

Few buildings modeled

6

Parametric model of building cluster footprint
variations

Closer than 8m or overlapping

3

Partially outside the plot

1

Subdivision of cluster building footprints

Not square cells

3

Cells size not 3m

3

Polyhedra of cluster buildings mass

Polyhedra height and array distance not 3m

-

Number of polyhedra for max building height

-

Sun path

Not correct input of Lat. and Lon.

1

Wrong month/day/hours selection

6

Solar envelope

Solar radiation
simulations

Variation selection

Wrong façade baseline selection

-

Wrong extruded volumes for SE subtraction

-

Unsuccessful subtraction operation

-

Fixed maximum height

6

Cluster buildings mass

Outside the solar envelope

-

Cluster buildings cells

Polyhedra instead than envelope planar cells

-

Solar radiation model

Missing weather data

-

Surrounding buildings not included

1

Ground plane not modeled

3

Cluster buildings not included

5

Wrong surr. building materials reflectance

4

No material reflectance for ground plane

5

Simulation grid wrong size or offset

1

Wrong raytrace quality settings

6

Wrong output selection (only SE or SED)

5

Iteration

Unsuccessful simulations iteration

6

Best trade-off variation

Unsuccessful trade-off variation selection

5
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Results
The present section presents results for the evaluation
criteria. Modeling and simulation errors are discussed for
the main workflow modules (Table 1). Solar radiation
analysis results of student works are compared with new
simulations performed by the author and questionnaire
assessments are presented.
Modeling and simulation errors
Results of modeling and simulation errors show that the
most critical module of the workflow is the one related to
solar radiation simulations. It is important to notice that
between the interim review and the final presentation the
quantity of errors of student group works decreased
significantly. Nevertheless, all the groups repeated few
errors mostly in the module Solar radiation simulations
also for the final models, despite that the author explained
thoroughly to students the importance of specific
modeling steps.
The most common errors for the 3D modeling module are
the inaccurate scaling of urban area map, though in most
cases by a small deviation, and the small quantity of
buildings modeled around the plot. These are typical
errors of novices, which at the beginning of the design
process do not understand the importance of a proper
modeling accuracy and its relation with the simulations to
perform.
The module Parametric modeling is the one with the least
total number of errors due to several hands-on lessons
tutored by the author. The largest number of errors done
in the parametric modeling workflow concern the
precision of the variations of the building cluster
footprints.
Also for the module solar envelope generation few errors
are marked, though they concern not crucial modeling
steps. Different days and hours have been used by the
groups, though the author request was to generate a solar
envelope for June 21st for the hours from 10am to 2pm,
and fixed maximum height has been used, the same of the
cluster buildings, though it hasn’t been required.
The most critical errors of the module Solar radiation
simulations concern the modeling of the ground plane, the
inclusion of cluster buildings in the simulation as

elements blocking solar radiation on each other and
assignment of correct material properties, and raytrace
quality settings. Almost all the groups repeated the most
common mistakes for the interim as well as the final
models. The reason is that they permit anyway to perform
simulations though the results are less reliable. Hence, the
students did not perceive these modeling steps as critical
although the author stressed their importance.
Almost all the groups failed in optimizing the parametric
design workflow. Students modeled three times the
portion of algorithm to perform solar radiation
simulations for the three design variations instead of using
the same algorithm with the addition of an iteration
component. Finally, most of the groups selected as best
variation the one receiving the largest value of SE instead
of the one with the best trade-off between SE and SED.
Comparison of solar radiation analysis results
To evaluate students’ solar radiation simulations the
author modeled the urban environments and building
clusters, performed new simulations and compared SE
results (Figure 4). The student models used are those with
the best performance trade-off, though the majority of the
groups for the final presentation selected as best variation
the one with the largest total solar energy. To perform new
simulations the author used the group models after having
amended the errors present in their final works. The errors
are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Student final model errors.

Ground not mod. / w/o mat.
Cluster build. not included
Surr. buildings wrong mat.
Raytrace quality

1
●
●
●
●

2
●
●
●

3

Groups
4 5
●

●
●
●

●

6
●
●
●
●

7
●
●
●
●

Five groups either didn’t model or didn’t assign any
material reflectance to ground planes (objects without
material assigned are not included in simulations by
DIVA4). Five groups included in the simulation the
cluster buildings only as elements receiving solar
radiation and not also as shading elements. Four groups
assigned a wrong material or reflectance to surrounding

Figure 4. Total solar energy results comparison between students and new simulation results.
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buildings. All the groups except one used Low quality
setting for raytrace calculations. The author amended the
models using the settings requested during the course, i.e.
use of ground plane with opaque material reflectance
20%, cluster building included in the simulation as
shading objects with the same surrounding buildings
opaque material reflectance of 35% and raytrace quality
Medium. During the course the author recommended to
students to use Medium quality setting for final models,
though it doesn’t guarantee very accurate solar radiation
analysis (Radiance main parameters -aa .1 -ab 4 -ad 1024
-ar 256 -as 256), due to short available time to perform
simulations.
Results show that most of the student simulation results
(groups 1-3, 6 and 7) overestimate total solar energy
mostly because their models didn’t include cluster
buildings as shading elements. The large differences of
performance, which range between +18.3% of group 7 to
+95.1% of group 6, are due to different quantity, size and
morphology of building clusters.
Group 4 students included in their final model the ground
plane, the cluster and surrounding buildings with correct
assignment of materials reflectance. The small increase of
total solar energy in the new simulation is due to a more
accurate calculation obtained using the Medium raytrace
quality setting.
The small decrease of total solar energy for the new
simulation with group 5 model is due to the combined
results using Medium raytrace quality that increase
performance and modeling the ground plane with low
reflectance value of 20% which reduces solar radiation on
lower building floors.
Questionnaire outcome
For the third evaluation of the course, the author delivered
a questionnaire to the students (Table 3). Each student
evaluated with a score from 1 to 5 the level of difficulty
and the confidence in developing the work for the
different steps of every module. The questionnaire,
submitted by the students together with their final works,
presents more detailed steps than the list of modeling and
simulation input of Table 1. The sum of the unweighted
scores of each step is 15, as the number of students. For
the assessment, the final difficulty score of each step is
obtained through summation of the weighted scores,
where the weight is the number of level of difficulty that
is multiplied by the score of the level.
The lowest final scores of level of difficulty among the
different modeling and simulation steps are related to the
course module 3D modeling. The reason is that most of
the students already had CAD drafting and 3D modeling
skills of varying level with different software. Also the
last module Variation selection presents low level of
difficulty final scores due to prior basic knowledge of the
students in using Excel to design charts.
The main modules of the course, Parametric modeling,
Sun path generation, Solar envelope generation and Solar
radiation simulation present similar level of difficulty
final scores. The highest scores assigned by students are
related to the Parametric modeling module. The highest

score is related to the step Building cluster footprint
parametric variations. The lowest difficulty scores
assigned by students among the main course modules are
related to Solar radiation simulation. The lowest scores
are related to steps Selection of simulation grid, Selection
of buildings and ground, and Selection of weather file.
Table 3. Questionnaire scores and weighted sums.
Level of difficulty
3D modeling
Urban area map import
Urban area map scaling
Buildings footprint drafting
from area map
Modeling of surrounding
buildings
Parametric modeling
Building cluster footprint
parametric variations
Subdivision of cluster
building footprints
Array of cells for building
mass
Culling of the cells outside
the SE
Union of remaining cells for
building envelope gen.
Sun path generation
Input and output of sun path
component
Input of latitude and
longitude
Input of month, day and
hours
Sun vectors output
Solar envelope generation
Façade baseline selection
Vector lines generation
from facade baseline
Loft surface generation
from vector lines in pairs
Volumes generation
Subtraction of volumes
from extruded plot
Solar radiation simulation
Selection of simulation grid
Selection of buildings and
ground
Assignment of materials
reflectance values
Selection of weather file
Selection of raytrace quality
settings
Simulation output selection
Simulations iteration
Variation selection
Saving of solar radiation
simulation results
Comparison of performance
results
Building cluster selection

1

2

3

4

5

Σ

11
8
8

1
3
5

1
2
2

2
1

1

24
29
24

5

7

1

2

3

7

4

2

5

6

2

1

5

7

1

1

41

1

4

6

3

1

44

7

5

2

1

42

1

5

7

2

40

4

9

1

1

29

6

6

3

4

7

4

45

2
2

3
5

6
8

4

42
36

1

5

7

2

40

1
1

5
6

4
2

3
6

3
6

10
6

2
3

1

5

6

2

1

42

6
2

5
5

3
5

1
1

2

29
41

1

7
5

5
5

2
5

38
45

4

3

7

1

35

5

7

3

2

10

2

30

1

48
38

27

2

45
43

29
27

28
1

32
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Discussion
This section discusses results related to students modeling
and simulation errors and their assessment of level of
difficulty for different course modules and steps. The
outcome is twofold. On one side the questionnaire
confirms outcome of modeling and simulation error
analysis, on the other presents differing outcome that
permit to evaluate further students learning needs.
Students answers confirm that the 3D modeling module is
not difficult, indeed they didn’t make any crucial error for
the different steps. Similarly, students assessed solar
radiation simulation iteration step as one of the most
difficult. Indeed, almost all the student groups did not
perform any iteration, but copied the same algorithm two
times to perform the required simulations of the three
variations of building clusters.
Unexpectedly the Parametric modeling has been
evaluated by students with high difficulty scores whereas
few errors have been marked for this module. Conversely,
the module Solar radiation simulation does not present the
highest difficulty score but is the one related to errors the
students repeated in the interim review and in the final
models. The author presented thoroughly to students both
modules during the course lectures.
The author argues that the opposite outcome is due to
different modeling methodologies. Parametric modeling
requires one to build detailed algorithms using specific
components for each function and to be in control of all
the component connections and of the input and output
methods. Simulations using environmental design tools
integrated in parametric modeling software are performed
using complex components. These present many inputs
with default settings and hidden options, which are easily
overlooked by novices. This way students lose control of
the simulation process and consider acceptable output
with significant errors.
Similarly, the students assessed as not difficult also the
module Variation selection whereas most of them did not
select appropriately the most performative cluster
variation. The author will put more attention in the future
to let students correctly select the best trade-off for
maximum total solar energy and solar energy density.

Learning outcome
In relation to the expected outcome, the course succeeded
in making the students aware of the importance to
integrate urban form studies with environmental
performance analysis to drive design decisions and to
improve building quality, comfort and efficiency.
Students have been successfully active during the course.
At additional queries of the questionnaire all the students
responded positively saying they will try to use the
learned methods and skills in future design studio projects
and in their professional activity.
The course has been partially successful for the expected
outcome related to the students learning of the process and
tools for solar design and performance-driven design.
Students learned appropriately 3D modeling of urban
environments, parametric modeling of building cluster

variations and solar envelope generation to guarantee
rights of light on neighbouring facades. Students
encountered difficulties in learning solar radiation
simulation and iteration, performance comparison and
optimal building cluster selection.
Results show that students learn more efficiently when the
process of modeling is divided in small steps
characterized by single functions. Students realized
successfully parametric models using workflows based on
multiple components. The learning performance of
students related to input, output and accuracy of
simulation results are smaller because different functions
are incorporated into a single step. This is the case of the
components used for simulations integrated into
parametric design software.
Using the research outcome the author will develop
further the successful aspects of the presented course and
will address the critical aspects through the useful insights
obtained. The lesson learned by the author is that in future
courses the different input and options for simulations
will have to be more explicit in the parametric model and
the importance and effects of the different simulation
options will have to be explained more in detail.
Additionally, through design and simulations the students
learned the potentialities of integrating two different
approaches: (1) the deductive one that moves from the
general to the specific; and (2) the inductive one that
moves from the specific to the general. The first, typical
of speculative and artistic thinking, permitted students to
generate buildings layout through architectural principles.
The latter, typical of scientific thinking, permitted them to
finalize their design using evidence, objective data and
analysis. This way students learned the method of
selection to deduce optimal design. The author believes
that the ability to prove the quality of their design through
objective data and indisputable results it is a crucial skill
for contemporary students and future architects

Conclusion
The present paper presents and discusses methods and
outcome of the course Performance-driven Planning and
Design held by the author during Fall 2017 at Tallinn
University of Technology (TalTech).
The students had the possibility to merge in one single
process architectural design principles and performancedriven design methodologies. The performance used in
the design were those related to solar access and solar
energy. Students developed building cluster layouts using
architectural design principles, layout variations through
parametric design and selected the most performative
configuration for rights of light and solar radiation.
Results related to students modeling and simulation
errors, comparison of solar radiation analysis performed
by student groups and new analysis performed by the
author and questionnaire outcome present useful insights
to improve future courses syllabi.
Lessons learned in the presented course can be relevant
also for professional designers. Suggestions and
recommendations are the following:
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 Use building simulations from the very early stages of
the design process, when they are more effective.
 Build accurate 3D models of urban environemnt and
project buildings.
 Spend adequate time to study the simulation input
options and their effects on the output and results.
 Perform simulations with different input options for
sensitivity analysis of inputs to optimize results
reliability and computation time.
 Chose the final design option with the best trade-off
of the different performance and not the one with best
result for one single performance.
In conclusion, the method based on integrating qualitative
aspects of architectural and urban design and quantitative
aspects of building performance gave the students the
opportunity to experiment evidence-based design
processes to drive design decisions. The course succeeded
as well in increasing the students awareness of the
importance of environmentally conscious design.
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